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Helping Hands

What Is Helping Hands?
Who Funds the Center?

It is a multi-purpose service center, created to help those who are hungry, homeless, or addicted, to help those others who need help with rent or utilities, and to help the community. The Center provides free food, clothing, and medical supplies. The Center is open Monday through Friday from 9 AM to 5 PM, and on Saturday from 10 AM to 2 PM.

Who Funds the Center?

The Center does not receive government funding. The Center is supported by donations from individuals, businesses, and organizations. The Center is also able to provide financial assistance to those in need, thanks to the generosity of its donors.

Take a Friend along

Now at favorite bar, liquor and grocery store, ACMEN Beer in Six-Pack

Operation Concern Expands Programs and Fund Raising Times.

Chairperson of Operation Concern, Ron Ross, announces that the Operation Concern has expanded its programs in several directions. Ron Ross said that now that Jim Stoll has moved on to national military health promotion in the Pacific Medical Center, he now handles forty-four camps a week and he takes time to talk to all the various groups that come through.

Chairperson Ron Ross stated that Operation Concern will open their fund-raising drive for the fiscal year 1975, as they need $5,000 to support the work of the Center.

Circus-Circus will be held at 8:30 PM Saturday night at the Sunset Memorial Center, 213 South Street, San Francisco. At 8:30 PM, the doors will open, and the circus will begin at 9 PM. The circus will feature live animals, clowns, and aerialists. Admission is $2.00 for adults and $1.00 for children.

The circus will be a benefit for Operation Concern, and admission will be by donation only. All proceeds will go to Operation Concern to support their work in the community.

Lee Raymond

Lee Raymond named Grand Duchess II of San Francisco.

Lee Raymond had hoped that she would be able to uphold the duties of the title of Grand Duchess II and to help the refugees, prisoners, and homeless who are in need. She has been named as the new Grand Duchess II in San Francisco.

Lee Raymond has worked hard to help the men and women who are in need, and she has been a great asset to the community. She is a hard-working woman, and she is always ready to help anyone who needs it.

She has worked hard to help the refugees, prisoners, and homeless who are in need, and she is always ready to help anyone who needs it.
Mr. MARCUS' Wild Birthday Bash!

March 27
Thursday 9 P.M.

JOIN US IN A CHAMPAGNE TOAST OVER HIS HIGNesses

Acme Man Steve Edwards - Using Every Single Minute Of His Life To Help Build A Better World.

Steve has this writer met a person as deeply moving as Steve Edwards, winner of the Acme Man contest, Steve, who just turned thirty, stands five feet seven inches high and weighs one hundred and sixty pounds. He now goes to a Gale with a quirked smile that can light up a room.

Steve owns a gymnasium in Oakland, where he is building a man who is the same height and weight as he is now.

He also owns a gymnasium in Oakland, where he is building a man who is the same height and weight as he is now.

Steve was twenty years old when he was hit by a car in 1969. He now lives in Oakland, where he is building a man who is the same height and weight as he is now.
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The beer with the high I.Q.

Come And Enjoy

Special Gay Business Guide to San Francisco

There are few people in our times who stand out as symbolic beings of genius. Melded competitive energies and the practicing of individual political strategies have forced the strength and intellectual powers of personalities and construct offerings to be suppressed into depressing, empty non-progressive nature. Genius has been lost to the creation of polluting spiritual greed and defense of intellect self.

This short writing deals with the genius and beauty of an Artist who has had the fortune of overcoming the obstacles of the circumstantial environment I have described in the preceding paragraph. His name is Mark Mullien and he has accomplished his feat without commercialism, yet his talent has been recognized and is respected by people throughout the Northwestern hemisphere. His media coverage has been wide spread throughout the United States and at times reaching as far as Europe and Canada.

At the present time, however, Mark is concerned with the large problem of efficiency, although he is confident that soon this will be overcome. Recently Mark van four days and nights on the corner of 17th and Douglas here in San Francisco, with his 8 by 12 foot painting of the Cowpuncher titled, "Spring Crossing," and a 9 by 11 foot painting called, "Revelation." The occurrence took place when Mark and overextended storage of a gruesomely burned garage space. After being turned down by several Universities, Churches and Museums and with pressure to remove the painting the only alternative was to temporarily move the paintings where exposure would do no harm.

Mark has sold paintings to Elton John, Thomas Szasz and Representative Boggs of Texas, and other collection throughout the United States. Shindy Temple Black, Janis Joplin, William Ball and Vincent Price have visited Mark at Frank Gallery, where he had been living with his lover Rom Ram for the last five years.

During the past two months of the new year, Mark has been devoting most of his time to the creation of some of his most unusual pieces ever.
The Voice of West Coast Gay Liberation

Crusader

The Mockingbird

And the feathers fall on the following heroes and others who make no noise; decide for yourself which is which. Here it goes:

We have another one on Hector "A" Namey of the Damage Free Agency. We're glad to have another record for you, John Olson of the Damage Free Agency, and a volunteer to work on a room with Sixteen Men doing something for a change.

Lenny Mottel, the Godfather of Folson Street (Bray Street), went all the way to New Orleans and spent a great deal of time on his knees. How many do such lovely old ladies get out of New Orleans? Bill McWilliam is the most successful of the POST's in one of them. I heard you said that Bill was a lady. Bill and I have been around the same spot for a long time. I'm going to show you a picture of Bill on Bray Street (327) and I think you'll get a good idea of what Bill is all about and why he makes going through the bar...too much for too little. And the 'travis' and Bourbon Club and never saw them in their lives again.

Another hot item, soon to be known as George Mendenhall, was seen in the street looking like the cable car that was going into that place in the City of the Golden Gate, a place that no one normally goes, except for a few secrets of the POST. CRUMPIN' THE DUDER has a quote for all the admirers. "The only thing big on me is my head...and lots of it."

KEN RICI, the new office manager of SIR, is much to be desired for he is interested in men...and can't live without it for his efficiency. I was in the office a few days ago, and was interested in one of the office girls, very attractive, especially the "box of men".

The hottest item in the office today is "Small..." Bill Rosso is doing his best to keep up with everyone. A lot of women, "the only thing big on me is my head...and lots of it".

Sandy King and Bill Williams of the Bost Camp were seen in the old Covered Wagon, the other night...nothing between them but...did it appear they had something between Miles and others. Sandy is so touchy and Bill...was that another lather...good grief, why don't you love the Los Cazos?

We have another one on Hector "A" Namey of the Damage Free Agency. We're glad to have another record for you, John Olson of the Damage Free Agency, and a volunteer to work on a room with Sixteen Men doing something for a change.

Lenny Mottel, the Godfather of Folson Street (Bray Street), went all the way to New Orleans and spent a great deal of time on his knees. How many do such lovely old ladies get out of New Orleans? Bill McWilliam is the most successful of the POST's in one of them. I heard you said that Bill was a lady. Bill and I have been around the same spot for a long time. I'm going to show you a picture of Bill on Bray Street (327) and I think you'll get a good idea of what Bill is all about and why he makes going through the bar...too much for too little. And the 'travis' and Bourbon Club and never saw them in their lives again.

Another hot item, soon to be known as George Mendenhall, was seen in the street looking like the cable car that was going into that place in the City of the Golden Gate, a place that no one normally goes, except for a few secrets of the POST. CRUMPIN' THE DUDER has a quote for all the admirers. "The only thing big on me is my head...and lots of it."
Auction at Naked Grape Brings Out The Stars, But Little Money, Yet All Had A Ball

The February fundraiser at the Naked Grape brought in $310.00 for the Helping Hands Center in San Francisco, the local gay and lesbian service. The auction, for the B.C.R., the largest gay and lesbian group in the city, was open to millions as, Vera Charles, La Kish, as Emperor IV, Gardner the Good Fairy, H.L. Perry, and beautiful as ever, assisted as did many others.

Rev. Raymond Broshears, Jim Boyd-Robertson and all members of the Crusader and Helping Hands Center for the February fundraiser at the Naked Grape.

WHAT IS THE ANSWER?

The February fundraiser at the Naked Grape was attended by many of the influential individuals in the gay community, but only after having done one positive act, that of jointly one mind, one soul, one direction, ore group, and one leader. "snow machine."

Willie Brown, thus ending the reign of S.l.R. as the "Big

scattered groups. Try as they may, the paranoid filled weak

women were inclined towards activism, but the simple truth, a

ego-mania of the eliti.sts, and also within the radical

denouncing this truth, but to hell with it, it is the truth.

The women arc mourned by many for their absence in the

by Tim Michaels

Letters

Dear Ray, Ray of Helping Hands Center and all members of

This is an open letter to whom it may concern:

my and thoughts.

The publisher named

The Yard on North Highland Avenue in Atlanta,
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In 1971, Richard Hongisto, a former cop in the San Francisco Police Department, ran for sheriff in the city's special election. He was defeated by the Foster-Toklas group, and the sheriff's department has nothing to do with law funds outside of City Government, thus not

**UNDER ARREST? CALL US! 771-3366**

**24 HOUR PHONE**

**NEED AN UNDERSTANDING ATTORNEY? NEED SOMEONE TO ASSIST YOU IN SECURING G.R.RELEASE? CALL US!**

**771-3366**

**CALL US!**

**1971-1975...Four Years of Unfulfilled Promises By Sheriff Richard Hongisto**

In 1971, Richard Hongisto, a former cop in the San Francisco Police Department, ran for sheriff in the city's special election. He was defeated by the Foster-Toklas group, and the sheriff's department has nothing to do with law enforcement.

**WILL GAY SAN FRANCISCO BUY THE HONGISTO SMILE AGAIN?**

**WILL GAY SAN FRANCISCO BUY THE FOSTER-TOKLAS GROUP?**

**WHO IS SUCH A PERSON?**

**WHO IS SUCH A PERSON?**

City V.D. Clinic Still "Harasses" Accused Persons...Ouster of Dr. Bratf and Staff Urged.

The City V.D. Clinic at 250 Fourth Street, near Polk Street, still is harassing and threatening persons accused by infected persons as having had contact with them sexually. This evil practice was quite bad several years ago, and in recent weeks it has resumed once more. Staffers at the V.D. Clinic will send out cards and make phone calls for venereal diseases in the area, often calling persons who have never even been near the City V.D. Clinic.

At Boot Camp

This is a photo of David Evans, 24 years old, and born in Tacoma, Washington, who is a bartender. But, a former U.S. Navy man, is our choice for "Bartender of the Month." If you run into the tall, red-haired young man in the City V.D. Clinic, and have a chance to say hello to him, you'll find that he is quite a person to know.
Thoughts At Large—

By Randy Johnson, columnist

Downtown San Francisco's Unique Gay Community is a Real Community.

When one thinks of downtown San Francisco, they think of many things: it's buildings, people, food, the bay, and of course, entertainment. But downtown is also a real community to live in and work in, and certainly there are many things that go on in downtown. From big gay businesses to small businesses, downtown has a lot of people working and living there. One thing that downtown has that other cities lack is a sense of community.

Down on Turk Street is the Landmark, near the Tenderloin and Geary, so close that sometimes when you have a great-cool-one while cruising. Further up on Turk you'll find the Tenderloin and Fleet, the original gay bar district and the Blue and Gold with it's fine country music and trendy people. While further up Turk, one can stop in at the Helping Hands Center and the Tenderloin Arts and Crafts Center. The center provides a place for gay and lesbian artists to come together and chat with the Flying Nun, if he isn't too busy. Then you hop over to the Lloyd Hotel and the Silver Platter's and give the little place a chance to be heard. The Silver Platter's is nice and cozy, the Flying Nun is a bit more intimate, and the Lloyd Hotel is a bit more upscale.

You can skip a block away to the Red Lantern and watch Perry Sarkisian do his magic in action. You can enjoy some nice times and books at the Centermattachine at 365 Ellis, and three blocks away on Ellis, and look at jim if nothing else. Then run on down and dance your "tunes" off at the Nickelodeon on Mason, between Ellis and Eddy. Then pop downtown and say hi to Lincoln and Bobby Allison at the old Trapp. It is a triipy trip.

If you want to see more films, run into the Pacific Theater, near Beach and Powell, and afterwards, you can stop by the King's Court Bar and see just what is going on in San Francisco. For being involved takes money. Who ever said that we gay people are not doing four or six things at once. That is if you don't have it all or all of it.

We have proven ourselves, time and again that we are a community. Look at our own community, at the local coffee shops, libraries, clubs, and bars. There are such as B.S.R., Tawm Gang, Helping Hands Center, the Centermattachine, the Tenderloin Arts and Crafts Center, the South of Market, and the Tenderloin Community Center Building. And most of all, you have my word that we have a great time.

As long as we are able to keep our community, the Gay Liberation Front, the Excitement Front, and the Taxation is a form of Violence Front, are just as strong as ever.

One small word that you need to remember is "GAY". Just because we are gay, doesn't mean we don't like other gay people. Just because we are gay, doesn't mean we don't like other gay people. Just because we are gay, doesn't mean we don't like other gay people. Just because we are gay, doesn't mean we don't like other gay people. Just because we are gay, doesn't mean we don't like other gay people.